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catalogue of japanese printed books and manuscripts of the ... - catalogue of japanese printed books
and manuscripts of the british museum this is a pre-1923 historical reproduction that was curated for quality. a
catalogue of sir robert cotton's printed books? - folios are a catalogue of printed books and manuscripts
belonging to john dee (wbo died in 1608).^ folios 5r-32r contain a catalogue of manuscripts owned by henry
savile of banke (d. 1617),^ while ff. 33r-44r consist of a number of separate memoranda. directory to
western printed heritage collections a ... - the british library general catalogue of printed books to 1975
(360 v., 1979-87), printed supplements for antiquarian and current additions to 1982 (6 v., 1987-88), then
continued on microfiche until 1997 when replaced with an online catalogue. bibliography of manuscripts
and printed books used - bibliography of manuscripts and printed books used manuscript sources
birmingham archives if the roman catholic archdiocese if birmingham: c414 and c4is. towards a universal
catalogue of early manuscripts ... - books in the english language—the short-title catalogue of books
printed in england, scotland, & ireland and of english books printed abroad, 1475–1640 (1926)—to union lists
of contemporary scientific periodicals. printed books and manuscripts - chiswick auctions - greek letter,
a little roman and italic, title printed in black and red, printed notes surrounding, printers woodcut device
representing janus bifrons on colophon, 2 decorated initials and headpiece (title page a bit dusty, list of the
tibetan mss. and printed books in the library ... - 570 list of the tibetan mss. and peinted books in the
library of the royal asiatic society, by h. wenzel, ph.d. manuscripts. (i.) damamush (sic !o) ojans . blun zhes bya
vai mdo [mdo catalogue of the prefaces to m r james' four volume ... - catalogue of medieval
manuscripts the prefaces to m r james' four volume catalogue of trinity college manuscripts volume i.
manuscript in class b catalogue of the arabic mss. in the convent of s ... - if looking for the ebook
catalogue of the arabic mss. in the convent of s. catharine on mount sinai (cambridge library collection religion) in pdf format, then you've come to the correct site. english books - quaritch - english books &
manuscripts ashe, the claustral palace ( w-) barclay, brewery notes - _ ^ manuscript catalogue of books at
lund, hallam, remains (), with an aut ograph poem
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